Private label products have been important for consumers and the economy since the 19th century because retailers can sell them at lower prices with greater efficiency than brand-name alternatives. Legislation that prevents retailers from putting their own products front and center—either online or on store shelves—would jeopardize those benefits.

**KEY TAKEAWAYS**

- Private label products emerged in the 1800s. They are products retailers produce or acquire from third-party manufacturers to sell under their own brands. Today, almost every consumer product is available in branded and private label versions.

- Private labels offer retailers greater independence from branded product manufacturers. More importantly, they boost consumer welfare through lower prices and greater choices.

- Despite the benefits private labels provide to consumers, critics complain it is unfair to competing producers when retailers showcase their own products above others—particularly the offerings from small and medium-sized producers.

- The American Innovation and Choice Online Act (S.2992) and the Ending Platform Monopolies Act (H.R.3825) target online marketplaces’ private label practices, including “self-preferencing.” That would help competitors at the expense of consumers.

- Self-preferencing by online marketplaces isn’t inherently anticompetitive; network effects make it unlikely that the practice can rise to exclusionary conduct. Moreover, self-preferencing is legal and commonplace offline, and it should be online too.

- Congress and the administration should allow the marketplace and consumer choice to govern private label self-preferencing. Otherwise, consumers will pay higher prices and enjoy less variety.
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INTRODUCTION

Private labels are products retailers produce or acquire from third-party manufacturers to sell under their own brands—typically at lower prices than name-brand products, because retailers order or produce their private labels in bulk and spend less to market them. The first private labels appeared in the 19th century from retailers such as Brooks Brothers and Macy’s. Today, private labels have grown to encompass approximately one-sixth of all consumer packaged-goods sales, including many of the staples we buy regularly and depend on to live our lives, such as groceries, household supplies, and baby- and pet-care products. Since they cost 20 to 30 percent less than brand-name alternatives, private labels improve people’s quality of life by serving as a counter-inflationary force in the economy.

Often, retailers give preference to their own private labels by showcasing them at eye level on store shelves or by listing them higher than other products in online search results. This common practice, known as “self-preferencing,” has drawn scrutiny from critics who claim it is unfair to competing producers and should be remediated through antitrust regulations or legislation. But that analysis is misguided. Carried to its logical conclusion, the attack on self-preferencing amounts to an attack on private labels themselves, because self-preferencing is integral to the private-label model: A big reason retailers can sell their private-label products at lower prices than name-brand products is that self-preferencing allows them to spend less on other forms of marketing. So, if self-preferencing is prohibited, the number of private brands will be reduced, which will hurt consumers and the economy.

Although extreme forms of self-preferencing (e.g., exclusionary conduct) can lead to antitrust violations, retailers want to attract customers; hence, they have no incentive not to sell competing branded products. Antitrust enforcement is only needed when retailers practice exclusionary conduct of a specifically named competitor—and current antitrust laws already address this practice. There is no reason to enact legislation limiting self-preferencing practices. To do so would be to protect for-profit producers at the expense of consumers.

Moreover, while critics of self-preferencing are primarily concerned about it on large online retail platforms, the fastest-growing private label brands are not just from the likes of Amazon, but also from chain grocers and big box retailers such as Aldi, Costco, Sam’s Club, and Trader Joe’s. The over-arching principle guiding today’s digital regulations—“what is illegal offline must also be illegal online”—should also guide the practice of self-preferencing. Practicing reasonable forms of self-preferencing is legal offline; therefore, it is legal online.

HISTORY OF PRIVATE LABELS

1800–1900: The Rise of Private Labels

Private labels have offered consumers immense benefits. Regardless of when a private label product emerged, they have only lowered prices and offered quality comparable to branded products. According to Phillip B. Fitzell’s Private Labels: Store Brands & Generic Products, “In the nineteenth century, merchants dealing in the mail order and/or retail-wholesale business recognized the need for lower priced merchandise, but of high quality ... Market conditions at the time were not favorable for the consumer ... caveat emptor was the watchword for customers.”
Private labels relieved consumers of unfavorable buying conditions from price-hiking peddlers of the nineteenth century to the more expensive branded merchandise in modern-day brick-and-mortar stores and online retailing platforms.

**Private Label Emergence: The Beginning of Lower Price, Better Quality**

Retailers, or merchants, developed the first private labels in the clothing market as they sought to lower prices while maintaining quality for consumers. As these merchants and retailers found that producing their own clothing brands enabled lower prices for consumers, private labels expanded in the fashion industry, generating product variety and innovations for consumers. For example, the Brooks Brothers, a ready-to-wear clothing store, produced one of the earliest private-label clothing brands; their private-label brands innovated and sold lightweight summer suits and cotton blended shirts as early as the nineteenth century. When department stores emerged in the latter half of the century, they also implemented private labels for various clothing items. The department store Macy’s adopted and has sold private label products since its inception as a retailer. Other department stores quickly followed.

The growth of private labels in the food industry accompanied that of the clothing industry. For example, the chain grocery store Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company (A&P) became one of the first to introduce private-label food products in the form of four private-brand teas: Cargo, High Cargo, Fine, and Finest. Their success influenced other retailers to implement store brands.

Private labels also penetrated other product categories, including medicinal products, stationary, and perfume. Consumers no longer had to navigate the hostile high-priced buying environment, yet they had a wider variety of high-quality products.

**Early Private Labels: Why Implement Them in the First Place?**

Retailers adopt private labels to gain a strategic advantage over rivals or a financial reward. According to Andres Cuneo et al.’s research,

> Studies have revealed that retailers are motivated to develop PLB [private label brands] when they can derive superior benefits, either economic or strategic … PLBs is attractive to retailers when market conditions are set to maximize profits and growth as well as to build differentiation from competitors and improve store image.

Retailers gain greater independence from suppliers when implementing high-quality, low-priced private labels for consumers. Wanamaker, a department store, and Sears, a mail-order house that morphed into a brick-and-mortar store, provide examples of how private brands benefit retailers. Private labels enabled Wanamaker to set strict quality standards and specifications for manufacturers. Alternatively, Sears produced private labels in their facilities and controlled product quality. The drive to gain control of product quality increased consumer welfare because consumers gained more value from better quality private labels sold at a lower price. According to Eric Almquist et. al.’s research, "When customers evaluate a product or service, they weigh its perceived value against the asking price."

Lower costs also incentivized private label implementation. Regardless of whether retailers acquired private label products from manufacturers or produced them themselves, the products’ costs declined compared with non-private label products. The cost reduction primarily stemmed from eliminating middleman wholesalers who inflated prices for the retailer. Essentially, the
retailer experienced double marginalization: The manufacturer increases prices for the wholesaler to make a profit, and subsequently, the wholesaler further incorporates this price increase and some percentage of profit they want to receive in the price they quote to retailers.\textsuperscript{15}

**Early Private Labels: Contributions to the Economy**

Private-label products generated three significant economic benefits: lower consumer prices, increased product variety, and enhanced innovation. The cost reduction from eliminating the middleman wholesaler enabled retailers to lower consumer prices.\textsuperscript{16} For example, Macy's private label prices were 20 to 50 percent lower than its competitors' prices.\textsuperscript{17} Lower consumer prices consequently fostered higher economic welfare. According to R. S. Khemani and D. M. Shapiro, “Consumer welfare refers to the individual benefits derived from the consumption of goods and services. In theory, individual welfare is defined by an individual’s own assessment of his/her satisfaction, given price and income.”\textsuperscript{18}

Private labels also augmented economic welfare because they saturated the market with product alternatives. Consumers were no longer constrained to manufacturer-produced, or non-private-label, products. For example, the Brooks Brothers offered consumers a choice between shirts produced to a manufacturer’s specifications and its blended cotton shirts.\textsuperscript{19} As a result, the enhanced product variety fostered greater economic welfare.\textsuperscript{20}

To demonstrate how private labels increased welfare, consider cotton blended shirts as a novel product—even slightly modified products are new products. Before entering the market, their virtual price is infinite, where demand and quantity are zero. When cotton blended shirts finally appear in the market, their actual price reduces and output increases, resulting in enhanced economic welfare.

Private labels also contributed to economic growth and productivity because they spurred innovation. For example, the Brooks Brothers’ private brand innovated the lightweight summer suit with seersuckers and cotton blended shirts in the fashion industry.\textsuperscript{21} According to economist Cherroun Reguia, “The innovation output of one company becomes part of the innovation input of another ... [thus] improv[ing] existing products and processes [and] contributing to higher productivity.”\textsuperscript{22}

Private labels improved consumer welfare, producer welfare, and the overall well-being of the economy. However, antitrust attacks on the efficient practices of retailers that produced the most private labels hindered private label development, despite their contributions.

**Stifling Department Store Practices Harmed Private Label Programs**

In the late nineteenth century, a growing group of critics attacked department stores with claims that their practices harmed less-efficient competitors. As a result, legislators proposed bills targeting these retailers' efficient practices. For instance, in 1897, New York Assemblyman Barry advocated for legislation limiting department store operations because they had eliminated “numerous previously prosperous tradesmen, and the desolation of an army of employe[e]s.”\textsuperscript{23} Barry asserted, “Every corrective provision here sought to be applied to other monopolies may well be used against [the department store]. With an added provision, however, to limit the number of distinctive wares which may be dealt in by one management under one roof.”\textsuperscript{24}
This provision called for a limitation to the number of departments, or areas dedicated to a specific product category, these retailers could possess. Such sentiments and advocacy resulted in a New York City Council resolution imposing a $500 annual license fee on each department store department. At the state level, Missouri enacted legislation that imposed a license tax “at not less than $300 nor more than $500 for each class or group” of products a department store sold. However, these provisions disrupted the development of private labels because department stores could only sell a limited selection of products, thereby having to choose which lines of products they wanted to include and which to eliminate from their stock. If they decided to sell shoes and not kitchenware, they would no longer produce private-label kitchenware, limiting the development of private labels.

These local and state legislations targeting department stores' business practices disrupted private label development and innovations to protect inefficient competitors. Fortunately, the Supreme Court of Illinois and the Supreme Court of Missouri set the precedents in City of Chicago v. Netcher and Wyatt v. Ashbrooke et al., respectively, to overturn these anti-department stores on the basis that they violated constitutional rights.

Private labels continued to grow after this backlash subsided.

1900–1980: Expanding Private Labels

Private Label Boom: Variety Encompassing Multiple Product Lines

Private labels expanded in the twentieth century as retailers continued to introduce private label brands, encompassing even more product lines. Despite its declining image, private label development grew at a rapid pace. According to Harper Boyd Jr. and Robert Frank’s research, “In 1958, 84 per cent of all supermarkets reported carrying some private labels. Today this figure is probably closer to 90 per cent, but more important is the fact that many organizations have expanded the number of private labels carried and have intensified their efforts to sell them.”

As a result, supermarket and chain store private labels accounted for approximately 20 percent of annual sales volume in 1965. Private-label products ranged from food products and beauty aids sold at regional chain stores to home electronics and clothing sold at big box stores.

Private labels in the food product industry expanded to perishable and nonperishable goods. A retailer’s top 10 most important private label products were all in the food category. Fifty-two percent of firms listed “regular coffee” as their number one most important private label product; 44 percent listed “oleomargarine” as their second. The 1970s experienced an even more significant expansion of private-label food products. Inflation in the 1970s encouraged private label growth as consumers became more price conscious. Mary Ellen Shoup noted in Food Navigator USA, “As inflation pushes consumers to seek out more affordable products, retailers are seeing a surge in unit sales in certain private label categories.” This statement reflects the inflationary environment of the 1970s.

Nongrocery retailers also responded to consumer demands and expanded their private-label products. For instance, J. C. Penney diversified its private label offerings to encompass home electronics (e.g., television sets and stereo equipment). J. C. Penney, Sears Roebuck, Montgomery Ward, and others sold private-label clothing. Private labels even encompassed jewelry.
Growth of Private Labels: Every Reason To Implement Them

Private labels continued to offer retailers greater independence from branded product manufacturers due to retailers’ control over quality. However, retailers also sought independence due to antitrust attacks on chain stores. For example, in the 1915 *A&P v. Cream of Wheat* case, the Second Circuit ruled, “Before the Sherman Act it was the law that a trader might reject the offer of a proposing buyer, for any reason that appealed to him … that was purely his own affair … Neither the Sherman Act, nor any decision of the Supreme Court … has changed the law.”

As a result, retailers could not rely on branded product manufacturers to provide consistent product inventory. Hence, they turned to implementing and manufacturing private labels. For instance, chain grocery store Safeway operated nearly 40 manufacturing facilities by the 1930s and produced at least 100 private label brands; similarly, A&P, which lost the *Cream of Wheat* case, also ramped up its private label manufacturing capabilities.

Private labels continued to lower retailers’ costs. As retailers enhanced their manufacturing capabilities, they also eliminated the outside manufacturer in order to reduce inventory acquisition costs. The Kroger Company eliminated outside bakers when producing private-label bread, cutting costs by 2.4 cents per loaf. The lower costs encouraged retailers to implement private labels and pass the savings on to consumers through lower prices.

Retailers also pursued private labels due to their high sales volume, which is especially critical for large retailers relying on a high stock turn model. For instance, A&P’s private labels represented about 25 percent of sales in the 1960s. More generally, a survey of 16 large retailers reports anywhere between 20 and 50 percent of private label sales. The percentage of private label sales signaled that the product attracted consumers. Lower costs and higher sales encouraged retailers to implement private label brands and generate greater product variety for the consumer’s benefit.

**Figure 1: Low and middle-income households’ preference for private labels by product (1971)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Preference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canned Green Beans</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jams/Jellies</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream Cheese</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen Orange Juice</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurters</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Peaches</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margarine</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Retailers also implemented private labels due to a growing consumer base interested in a low-price, high-quality alternative to national brands and more product variety. For example, Kroger offered at least 10 types of lettuce and exotic fruits and vegetables in response to customer demand for more variety. A survey of 25 products reveals that at least 20 percent of low and middle-income households preferred private-label products over national brands. See figure 1 for an illustration of the percentage of private-label products low- and middle-income families preferred.

**More Private Labels, More Benefits for the Economy**

Private labels expanded to include more products, further augmenting their economic contributions: lower prices, increased product variety, and enhanced innovation. Due to lower costs, retailers continued to offer private label products as a low-price alternative to consumers who became increasingly aware of value and savings. A study of 10 products (1967) in the Journal of Consumer Affairs found private labels priced 21.6 percent lower than national brands' average of $8.16. According to David L. Call who conducted the study, “On average for 10 products, the advertised brand was priced 21.6 percent higher than the private label products with which they competed. This difference in price ranged from a high 41 percent on canned green beans to a low five percent on canned cling peaches.” See figure 2. Despite low prices, most retailers maintained “first-tier, top quality private label lines,” providing consumers with a cost-effective substitute. Consequently, lower prices and quality maintenance augmented consumer and overall economic welfare.

**Figure 2: Private label prices compared with national brand prices (1967)**

![Private label prices compared with national brand prices (1967)](chart.png)
Private labels also continued to foster innovation. Private label implementation encouraged retailers to dedicate large amounts of capital to enhancing and improving their store brand products. For example, Kroger actively sought the development of novel products, and in the 1980s, successfully developed a novel baker’s yeast syrup from whey.\textsuperscript{53} Competition between private labels and branded products necessitated product innovation. According to Anne ter Braak and Barbara Deleersnyder’s research, “To stay ahead of competition, retailers can offer an innovative assortment that reflects the latest developments in the industry ... retailers may also pursue an imitation strategy and introduce a P.L. [private label] product that contains the innovative feature pioneered by a [sic] N.B. [name brand].”\textsuperscript{54}

Moreover, in response to competition, branded product manufacturers innovated novel products to “obtain growth in sales and profits,” thus further stimulating innovation.\textsuperscript{55} The product innovations that private labels generated enhanced economic productivity and growth as many became “part of the innovation input to another” industry.\textsuperscript{56}

Private label innovations resulting in more product variety continued to increase welfare. For example, while Kroger innovated a new syrup, Acme introduced different quality products—under the names Glenside, Glenwood, Wincrest, and Fireside—within a similar product line, thereby expanding product choices for consumers.\textsuperscript{57} Concludingly, private labels cultivated lower prices and more innovation, and increased product choice, thus stimulating growth, boosting productivity, amplifying welfare, and encouraging economic competition.

Robinson-Patman Act: Disincentivizing Private Labels to Protect Competitors

Although private labels continued to foster economic benefits, critics of large retailers, particularly chain stores, nevertheless developed obstacles that harmed private label development in their attempts to protect inefficient retailers. With nearly 141,492 chain stores in 1929, antichain sentiments spread quickly among inefficient retailers and their supporters.\textsuperscript{58}

Harsh taxation encompassing at least 20 states illustrated the antichain sentiments of the 1930s. These sentiments against chains that state legislation and courts encouraged fostered a federal legislation that diminished retailers’ incentives to produce private labels, thereby hindering the economic benefits these products offered: the Robinson-Patman Act.

The Robinson-Patman Act, written by senator Joseph Robinson and representative Wright Patman, aimed to protect independent retailers from competition with chain stores—it was known as the Anti-A&P Act.\textsuperscript{59} The Act punished large retailers with provisions prohibiting price discrimination. According to the 1998 FTC Secretary of the Commission, Donald S. Clark:

Section 2(a) of the Act requires sellers to sell to everyone at the same price, while section 2(f) of the Act requires buyers with the requisite knowledge to buy from a particular seller at the same price as everyone else. Sections 2(c), 2(d), and 2(e)—as elaborated by the Commission through the FTC Act—prohibit sellers and buyers from using brokerage, allowances, and services to accomplish indirectly what sections 2(a) and 2(f) directly prohibit.\textsuperscript{60}

However, the Act also disincentivized private label development in targeting chains’ efficient buying practices. Retailers implementing private labels are responsible for “the added burdens and responsibilities [that] require [them] to seek reduced prices for the private label merchandise, if the program is to succeed financially.”\textsuperscript{61} Therefore, private labels only succeed
when manufacturers are not constrained to charging all retailers a single price; however, the Robinson-Patman Act explicitly prohibits this action.

The impediment created for private label development is most illustrative in the *Federal Trade Commission v. Borden Co.* case. Borden Co., an evaporated-milk manufacturer, began offering private label evaporated milk alongside its branded milk in the mid-1950s, resulting in retailers shifting their private label milk business over to Borden. Relying on *FTC v. Morton Salt Co.*, William Jaeger noted that the FTC claimed, “The price differential between the Borden brand and the private label brands constituted a ‘price discrimination’ between purchasers of products of ‘like grade and quality’ under the Robinson Patman Act. The Commission … issued an order directing Borden to cease and desist from discriminating in price between its brand milk and private label milk.”

Despite the Fifth Circuit’s ruling that there was a difference between Borden’s branded and private label milk due to the “commercial significance of the consumer appeal of the Borden label,” the Supreme Court reversed the Fifth Circuit’s decision and affirmed the FTC’s claims.

The decision disrupted the development and innovation of private labels, as manufacturers could not reduce prices for retailers, thereby decimating the cost incentives retailers received when implementing private labels. Fortunately, since the landmark case *Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.*, recent cases regarding a violation of the Robinson-Patman Act have rarely been successful. According to Ryan Luch et. al.’s research, “Cases brought by private party plaintiffs were successful … less than 5% for the period 2006–2010. The results indicate a downward trend in the threat of RP. We suggest that this trend stems from an evolvement of antitrust thinking of “competitive harm” or injury to competition.”

Private label implementation continued to expand into the present.

### 1980–Present: Imagine a Product Without a Private Label Alternative

Today, private labels continue to benefit consumers and the economy. According to a report from DataWeave, “Grocery categories with the highest inflation saw the most private label penetration. Private-label brands also gained volume share in high-inflation food categories such as poultry, meat and frozen foods in 2021.”

Consumers are reducing their brand loyalty in preference of private labels amidst price inflation.

**Private Label Products Everywhere: Hard to Think of a Product Line Without Private Label Alternatives**

Private labels have continued to expand since the 1980s. Private label sentiments have improved in the last 40 years, and consumers now accept private labels as an alternative to branded products. Consequently, retailers have scaled up their private label production. The 2021 “retail market share of private label brands in the United States was 17.7 percent” and 19.5 percent in 2020, according to Statista.

Grocery retailers are expanding their extensive private-label product lines to include edible and nonedible items. For example, these retailers moved from mostly private-label staple items, such as milk, to nonfood items, such as diapers and health products. In 2021, private label penetration in the online and in-store category was 18 percent (e.g., 20 percent of Whole Foods Market’s products are private labels).
Big box stores’ private-label products extend to electronics, clothing, and food items. For example, in 2020, Walmart debuted its Free Assembly clothing line, and Target debuted its Heyday electronic line in 2018.72 Brick-and-mortar retailers contribute tremendously to introducing private labels in new product categories.

However, online retailers also contribute to expanding private-label products in this age of digitalization. Online retailers have grown their private label product selections in response to the growing consumer segments interested in branded product substitutes. For example, Amazon introduced its AmazonBasics brand selling batteries and a few other hardware items in 2009; only a decade later, it has developed at least 45 brands and sells approximately 158,000 private label products.73 These products encompass many consumer goods, including clothing, exercise equipment, and pet products.74 The sheer range of private label products Amazon sells indicates that private labels proliferate in almost every product category.

No Reason to Not Implement Private Label Programs
Retailers have continued to seek independence from manufacturers, especially as branded product manufacturers raised prices while simultaneously diluting quality in the 1980s.75 Consequently, many retailers continued to implement private labels to maintain quality while providing a low-price alternative for consumers.76 Private label quality improved during this period and now rivals, if not exceeds, those of branded products. A Nielsen survey reports, “Sixty-three percent of consumers said they believe that the private label brand quality is as good as name brands and one-third (33 percent) of consumers told Nielsen they consider some store brands are higher quality than name brands.”77

Retailers continue to pass on cost savings to consumers through price cutting due to the low cost of private label production. Marketing branded products and developing their respective brands are necessities private labels do not face.78 Even when retailers market private labels, they control the amount dedicated to advertising, preventing costs from exceeding those of branded products.

Positive consumer sentiments have also encouraged retailers to forge ahead with private label development. According to Berman (2010), 80 percent of United States consumers purchase private labels regularly because they rationalize that private label quality is decent, if not better, than that of branded products.79 A more recent study by Nielsen corroborates this finding, as 78 percent of consumers in the United States perceive private labels to have increasingly improved qualities.80 Private brands have gained traction since the 1980s, as consumers have altered their perspective on private label quality.

Moreover, store loyalty and traffic reveal consumer interest in private labels.81 According to a study of 103 households, consumers’ perception of a store’s private brand impacts their view of the store.82 According to Colleen Collins-Dodd and Tara Lindley, who conducted the study: “A regression analysis demonstrates a positive relationship between consumers’ perceptions of individual store own brands and their associated store’s image dimensions.”83

In other words, when customers perceive a private brand positively, they will also view a store positively, compelling them to return and drive up store traffic. A 2004 study finds that private label implementation enables retailers to attract and serve varying segments of consumers.84
Private labels had annual sales of nearly $199 billion in 2021, according to the Private Labels Manufacturing Association. Even with pandemic panic buying taken into account, private labels still generated growth in dollar sales of 5 percent and 6.2 percent in 2018 and 2019, respectively. Hence, private labels are a profitable endeavor for retailers and a bargain for consumers.

Private Label Economic Benefits Not Stopping Anytime Soon
Private labels continue to offer low prices to their consumers. Private label prices are, on average, 20 to 30 percent lower, since retailers do not experience extra costs (e.g., marketing costs) that branded products require. For example, Costco sells its private labels at least 20 percent lower than competing brand names. Costco also eliminated supply chain intermediaries, such as choosing to transport products from production plants to distribution centers rather than relying on distributors, thereby reducing costs and prices.

Private labels further encourage lower prices when they become a substitute for consumers due to price competition. According to Robert Steiner’s research, “Leading advertised brand ...‘have had imitators whose price competition has driven down the prices and gross margins of the originators and thereby has brought a limitation on the competition in non-price forms and on the profits of the originating manufacturers.’”

These lower prices translate into increased welfare as more consumers can afford to purchase a product, preventing product market contractions that reduce surplus. Nearly 31 percent of SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) households are loyal to store brands, and 72 percent of private label loyalists actively search for low prices.

Private labels continue to be drivers of innovation, promoting economic growth and productivity. For example, Costco created the square cashew jar to accommodate higher quantities in transporting trucks: A pallet could transport 432 jars of cashews rather than 288. Consequently, this novel product packaging increased Costco’s productivity and introduced a new type of packaging to consumers and retailers. Retailers that replicated this design also boosted their productivity. The overall productivity boost generated economic growth. Additionally, these novel, efficient products and processes replaced inefficient incumbent products and processes, activating what Joseph Schumpeter termed “the gales of creative destruction.”

Private labels continue to offer consumers more choices, once again enhancing welfare. In a study of orange juice quality, participants could not tell the difference between private label and branded orange juice. Hence, private labels are an equal-quality yet low-price alternative that enhances consumer choice. Private-label options activate the variety effect, generating greater economic welfare. According to a yogurt study, private-label yogurts generated 14 percent of producer surplus and 7 percent of consumer surplus in Italy from 2006 to 2007. In other words, families and retailers were better off with the introduction of private-label yogurts. Moreover, welfare also increased for those who purchased national-brand yogurts.

PROPOSED LAWS STIFLING PRIVATE LABELS AND SELF-PREFERENCING
Despite the economic benefits private labels offer, critics are again targeting the efficient business practices that incentivize private label development in order to protect competitors from competition. Some critics have even called for the repeal of the consumer welfare standard and the revival of the Robinson-Patman Act to protect inefficient competitors. According to the
American Economic Liberties Project, “In truth, a major underpinning of dominant middlemen and retailers is policy, namely government enforcers’ and federal courts’ embrace of a consumer welfare standard that wholly undermined a law Congress passed with the goal of protecting small businesses against the threat of power buyers.”

Today, neo-Brandeisians target the pro-competitive and efficient practice of private-label self-preferencing of online marketplaces. However, prohibiting self-preferencing diminishes the incentive to implement private labels, thereby stifling their economic benefits.

Recently, proposed legislation targeting large tech companies has moved through Congress. Although some bills have reasonable provisions, others solely exist to break up these companies due to their size. Critics claim that these large companies practice unfair methods of competition through self-preferencing and the use of big data in their business decisions; hence, antitrust enforcers should break them up. For instance, now-FTC chair Lina Khan asserted, “Amazon exploits this dual role—marketplace operator and marketplace merchant—in two ways: first, by implementing Marketplace policies that privilege Amazon as a seller and give it greater control over brands and pricing, and, second, by appropriating the business information of third-party merchants.”

As a result of Amazon’s practice of self-preferencing its private labels, Khan called for the structural separation of its marketplace. In other words, Khan claimed that these practices compel ex ante regulations even though self-preferencing incentivizes private labels, and the dual role permits their growth. Neo-Brandeisians’ use of self-preferencing as their reason for targeting large tech companies illustrates that their interest is protecting not consumers but rather inefficient competitors.

In 2021, President Biden furthered the sentiment that competitors are more important than consumers when he released the Executive Order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy, calling for the regulation of online marketplaces because “too many small businesses across the economy depend on those platforms and a few online marketplaces for their survival.” The executive order encouraged the FTC chair to use its “rulemaking authority ... on] unfair competition in major Internet marketplaces,” further emboldening the neo-Brandeisian FTC to pursue antitrust actions against self-preferencing. As they continue to shift the consumer welfare standard toward a producer welfare standard, critics will disrupt private label implementation incentives and harm consumers.

This sentiment that protecting competitors is most important has led to pending bills prohibiting online marketplaces’ private label self-preferencing, whether through regulations or structural separation. The Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial, and Administrative Law recommended in their Investigation of Competition in Digital Markets the following remedies to address self-preferencing: “Structural separations and prohibitions of certain dominant platforms from operating in adjacent lines of business; Nondiscrimination requirements, prohibiting dominant platforms from engaging in self-preferencing, and requiring them to offer equal terms for equal products and services.”
These recommendations prohibiting self-preferencing and the dual role of marketplaces will reduce private label incentives for retailers, thereby reducing private labels’ economic contributions. Despite the potential economic harm from these recommendations, critics continue their attacks on online marketplaces and their self-preferencing practices.

In 2021, legislators proposed two bills that would harm private label implementation and diminish their economic contributions: the AICOA (S. 2992) and the Ending Platform Monopolies Act (H.R. 3825). The AICOA is most blatant in its attempt to protect inefficient competitors because it directly prohibits online marketplaces’ private label self-preferencing, thereby both diminishing the incentive for retailers to implement private labels and raising consumer prices. The bipartisan Ending Platform Monopolies Act Representative Jayapal (D-WA) introduced does not directly target the self-preferencing of private labels; however, it does prohibit this practice and stifles private labels as it advocates for eliminating “dominant platforms [from leveraging] their control over across multiple business lines.” Both these bills diminish the likelihood that online marketplaces implement private labels because the incentive for implementation (self-preferencing) or permission to offer private labels (a dual role) is not permitted. As a result, enacting these bills will hurt consumer welfare and economic efficiency.

PRIVATE LABEL SELF-PREFERENCING OFFERS ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Self-preferencing is a standard business practice that incentivizes brick-and-mortar and online retailers to implement private label programs that encourage innovation, generate consumer welfare, and increase economic efficiency. Brick-and-mortar retailers often place their products on favorable, eye-level shelves next to comparable branded products to facilitate product comparison and encourage private-label purchases. According to Jean-Pierre Dube’s research, “Since the perceived risks from making a purchase error can reduce consumer interest in P.L.s, retailers typically position their P.L. aggressively against N.B.s. Academic research also recommends such marketing and positioning of P.L.s close to the N.B.s against which they compete.”

This positioning of private labels in brick-and-mortar stores constitutes a form of self-preferencing that has generally been expected of retailers and accepted by antitrust authorities without question. However, private-label self-preferencing has recently received intense scrutiny from politicians and antitrust enforcers, who have claimed that large tech companies’ practice of private label self-preferencing is anti-competitive conduct that warrants harsh remedies. For instance, FTC Chair Khan asserted, “A second way Amazon has favored itself as a seller is through implementing Marketplace policies that enable it to become the exclusive merchant of certain products ... Integration by dominant platforms gives rise to the sort of harm previously addresses through [structural] separations.”

However, the prohibition of self-preferencing for online marketplaces harms innovation, consumers, and the economy.

Innovation

Critics of online marketplaces’ private label self-preferencing complain that this practice stifles innovation. They reason that online marketplaces adjust their algorithms to only recommend their brands to customers, resulting in the unlikely discovery of third-party sellers’ products and eliminating any incentives for third-party sellers to innovate. Critics seem only to consider the...
most extreme form of self-preferencing. Andrei Hagiu et al. described the most extreme form of self-preferencing with the following:

To model the possibility of [an online marketplace] engaging in self-preferencing, we assume that consumers rely on [the marketplace]'s recommendation to discover [a third-party seller’s] novel product, so that [the online marketplace] can steer consumers by determining whether or not they are aware of [the third party seller's] existence (e.g., through its recommendation algorithm). However, self-preferencing is not so extreme that online marketplaces altogether remove third-party sellers’ products from customer recommendations. Marketplaces may elect to place their products as the first search result and third-party products as the second or third search result; however, they seldom remove all third-party products from their platforms. Removing all third-party products is counterproductive to the platform because online marketplaces’ value stems from network effects, which is defined as “the value of a product, service, or platform depends on the number of buyers, sellers, or users who leverage it.” In other words, the greater the number of sellers, the more value an online marketplace derives. Online marketplaces have every incentive to keep third-party products on their platform, thereby only practicing an acceptable form of self-preferencing that does not disincentivize innovation.

Online marketplaces' self-preferencing instead promotes innovation by incentivizing marketplaces to innovate through imitation, which is beneficial to society and innovation. According to Mingyue Hue’s research, “Imitation innovation as a way of innovation, focus on imitating creative adaptation, on the basis of technological leapfrogging, purpose is through to adapt to the new environment, meet customer demand, thus improve enterprise innovation performance, beyond the competitors.”

The introduction of private-label products—whether these products are novel innovations or imitations of branded products—incentivizes online marketplaces when there is a cost advantage that can result in lower consumer prices. According to Federico Etro’s research, “Intuitively, Amazon would enter as a direct seller when its cost advantage is large relative to the advantage of sellers in marketing, generating more profits from direct sales than commissions from 3P sellers.”

The removal of self-preferencing would reduce the likelihood that consumers are aware of the cheaper private label, therefore potentially generating fewer sales than from collecting commission from 3P sellers. Analogously, this prohibition is the same as prohibiting brick-and-mortar retailers from placing their private labels on an eye-level shelf, eliminating any benefits of implementing a private label in the first place. Self-referencing prohibition stifles innovation, even if that innovation is from imitation.

**Consumer Welfare**

Antitrust laws follow a consumer welfare standard that “directs courts to focus on the effects that challenged business practices have on consumers, rather than on alleged harms to specific competitors.” Online marketplaces’ practice of self-preferencing their private labels does not violate this standard but promotes it. When self-preferencing is allowed, online marketplaces implement private labels when profits are more substantial than third-party commissions. Although a marketplace’s private label entry could potentially hurt competitors due to increased
competition, the implementation of private labels nevertheless benefits consumers in the form of lower prices. According to Federico Etro’s research:

The intuition is that P.L. products avoid the double marginalization created by commissions and high markups of 3P sellers, while 1P retail is less profitable when manufacturers with high market power exploit the advantage of the platform in logistics by increasing their wholesale prices … Entry has a beneficial effect on prices from the point of view of consumers.118

Additionally, private labels also lower prices on third-party products, which further benefits consumers. Andrei Hagiu et. al. further noted in their research “that such a ban often benefits third-party sellers at the expense of consumer surplus or total welfare. The main reason for this is that in dual mode, the presence of the platform’s products constrains the pricing of the third-party sellers on its marketplace, which benefits consumers.”119

There is no reason to challenge online marketplaces’ self-preferencing of private labels because it incentivizes the implementation of private labels, benefitting consumers with lower prices.

Moreover, self-preferencing resulting in private label implementation also increases product variety, enhancing overall consumer welfare. Consumers generally prefer a more extensive selection of products.120 According to German Gutierrez’s research, “Consumers value … product variety. Intervention that eliminate … [product variety decreases] consumer as well as total welfare. By contrast, interventions that preserve … product variety but increase competition—such as increasing competition in fulfillment services—may increase welfare.”121

Although there are concerns that online marketplaces are using data on third-party sellers to price products and adjust product offerings—a form of self-preferencing—this practice is not new. Brick-and-mortar shops also collect “sales data to shape their product offering,” often benefitting consumers through “lower prices and an increase in the variety of products available.”122

Online marketplaces’ private label self-preferencing is appropriate pro-competitive behavior that benefits consumers at the expense of competitors. According to D. Bruce Hoffman and Garrett D. Shinn’s article:

Self-preferencing should generally be expected to be efficient and pro-competitive. This is because a platform is agnostic to its source of revenue. Its primary interest is in maximizing traffic on the platform to drive revenue, and it will not likely take actions that endanger this interest. Because the platform’s highest interest is in maximizing traffic, the platform’s interests are a good proxy for consumer interests and welfare.123

Its prohibition eliminates the incentive to implement private labels, decreasing welfare and stifling price competition.

**Economic Efficiency**

Self-preferencing incentivizes online marketplaces to implement private labels and play a dual role of seller and marketplace for others to sell. Prohibiting private label self-preferencing for online marketplaces can lead marketplaces to abandon their dual role and become only a seller...
or marketplace, resulting in consequences to economic efficiency. Andrei Hagiu et al. noted in their study that “a blanket ban on the dual mode, that is, one that requires platforms to choose the same mode (either seller or marketplace) across all products, is more likely to be harmful for consumers and welfare than just banning the dual mode at the level of an individual product or a narrowly defined product category.”

For instance, operating as only a seller or marketplace means consumers can no longer go to a single marketplace to find all their desired products, thereby increasing transaction costs and diminishing economic efficiency. The lack of dual-role price competition will also raise consumer prices, reducing welfare and lowering economic efficiency.

Moreover, self-preferencing is a form of vertical integration that reduces costs and boosts efficiency. Although critics assert that online marketplaces' self-preferencing puts them in an unfair position as both an “umpire and a team,” leading to conflicts of interest, it is rational for firms to give preference to their affiliates due to efficiencies. According to Alessandra Tonazzi and Gabriele Caravano’s CPI Antitrust Chronicles article, “it is reasonable for an undertaking to preference (to a certain extent) its downstream services as a means to boost efficiencies, economies of scales, and recoup upstream investments. The efficiency arguments for self-preferencing are indeed similar to those that traditionally apply to vertical integration.”

Self-preferencing private labels is a standard and rational practice contributing to an efficient economy.

**NETWORK EFFECTS ADDRESSING SELF-PREFERENCING ANTITRUST CONCERNS**

Self-preferencing is usually a reasonable business practice; however, it can also take more insidious forms that antitrust laws prohibit. Extreme forms of self-preferencing that violate antitrust laws include the following exclusionary conduct: raising rivals’ costs, foreclosure of competitors, and monopoly leveraging. However, online marketplaces do not have the incentive to partake in these practices due to network effects (e.g., consumers will not value a marketplace that sells only private-label mouthwash when they want Listerine).

The predatory conduct of raising a rival’s costs is often described as a means of forcing them to exit the market. In *Klor's, Inc. v Broadway-Hale Stores*, the Supreme Court asserted:

> Group boycotts, or concerted refusals by traders to deal with other traders, have long been held to be in the forbidden category ... “such agreements, no less than those to fix minimum prices, cripple the freedom of traders and thereby restrain their ability to sell in accordance with their own judgment.” This combination takes from Klor's its freedom to buy appliances in an open competitive market, and drives it out of business as a dealer in the defendants' products.

There are concerns that online marketplaces utilize this anti-competitive practice when they only charge third-party sellers a commission fee—a form of self-preferencing—resulting in higher upstream costs for third-party sellers. However, despite charging a commission fee, online marketplaces have no incentive to force these sellers to exit the market because a marketplace’s value to consumers depends on the number of sellers using the marketplace. According to Kevin Adam et. al.’s research:
Compared to traditional one-sided businesses where downstream firms buy inputs from upstream sellers, a platform may have more limited incentives to raise rivals’ costs. Digital marketplaces create value by facilitating the interactions between sellers and buyers ... they are typically characterized by strong indirect network effects, meaning that more or higher-quality sellers increase the attractiveness of the marketplace to buyers.¹³¹

Foreclosure of competitors is another antitrust concern when discussing online marketplaces’ private label self-preferencing practices. In Europe’s Google Search (Shopping) case, the European Commission argued that Google’s self-preferencing behavior resulted in the foreclosure of competing shopping sites, thereby harming consumer choice of using other shopping sites.¹³² But Google did not block these other sites; it only self-preferenced its own site.

Analogously, the self-preferencing antitrust concerns in the United States are that online marketplaces’ private label self-preferencing practices could potentially cause third-party competitors selling similar products on the marketplace to foreclose. However, network effects prevent the foreclosure of third-party sellers because forcing sellers to exit the market harms the value of the marketplaces for both consumers and future third-party sellers the marketplaces depend on for commission. In other words, online marketplaces practice a reasonable form of self-preferencing to maintain value.

Monopoly leveraging, described as “using a monopoly in one market to gain an advantage in another” by D. Bruce Hoffman and Garrett D. Shinn of Cleary Gottlieb, is especially concerning because the largest online marketplaces tend to hold a dominant position. Critics fear that online marketplaces will leverage their dominant position as a marketplace connecting buyers to sellers to create a monopoly in the downstream sellers’ market. In other words, they will leverage their dominant position as a marketplace to self-prefer their private labels, creating a monopoly in those product markets. However, network effects once again constrain this practice from occurring. Although online marketplaces may have monopoly power as a marketplace, they will not leverage self-preferencing to create a monopoly in the downstream sellers’ market because that would reduce the number of sellers on their platform and thus their overall value as a marketplace. Self-preferencing is in line with the Supreme Court’s Verizon Communications Inc. v. Law Office of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP precedent: “The Court of Appeals also thought that respondent’s complaint might state a claim under a ‘monopoly leveraging’ theory. We disagree. To the extent the Court of Appeals dispensed with a requirement that there be a ‘dangerous probability of success’ in monopolizing a second market, it erred.”¹³³

These three antitrust concerns over online marketplaces’ private label self-preferencing practice all fall under the broad umbrella of exclusionary conduct, or “a firm raising the costs or reducing the revenues of competitors in order to induce the competitors to raise their prices, reduce output, or exit from the market” with a goal to achieve monopoly power.¹³⁴ However, network effects limit most extreme self-preferencing behaviors that aim to achieve monopoly power; hence, antitrust enforcers should not condemn this practice, and legislations prohibiting self-preferencing are not necessary.
ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT: EXCLUSION OF A SPECIFICALLY NAMED COMPETITOR

Network effects remove online marketplaces’ incentives to practice extreme forms of self-preferencing (e.g., preferencing their private labels with the intent to foreclose rivals) that result in exclusionary conduct, which is illegal under antitrust laws. However, one type of exclusionary conduct needs antitrust enforcement: exclusion of a specifically named competitor. When a specific competitor is named and targeted with self-preferencing practices, antitrust violations may arise. According to Aurelien Portuese of the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF):

“When a company names a competitor and treats that competitor differently from other competitors without objective justification, the active exclusion or demotion may generate anti-competitive effects that constitute a violation of antitrust laws. Absent objective justifications such as quality standards, the active exclusion or demotion of a named competitor without similar treatment imposed to other competitors could constitute an anti-competitive practice subject to a rule of reason.”

Regardless of whether retailers operate a physical store or an online marketplace, self-preferencing their private label products with the sole intention of eliminating a specific competitor violates antitrust laws because their motive is to eliminate competition to achieve monopoly power. In this scenario, antitrust authorities should follow existing laws to impose consequences on a firm. However, new legislation prohibiting self-preferencing is still not necessary to address this antitrust concern.

CONCLUSION

Throughout history, private labels have benefited consumers, retailers, and the economy. They enhance consumer welfare and economic growth, while also spurring innovation. Despite these benefits, critics have nevertheless decried them, including today. The attempts to stifle retailers’ efficient business practices diminish the incentive to implement private labels, reducing consumer welfare.

Online marketplaces’ private label self-preferencing is not an anti-competitive practice. Network effects constrain the likelihood of self-preferencing resulting in anti-competitive exclusionary conduct. Antitrust enforcement is only necessary when a competitor is specifically named and subjected to exclusionary conduct with the intent to attain monopoly power. However, current antitrust laws already address this anti-competitive conduct; hence, the practice of private label self-preferencing does not warrant further legislation.

The over-arching principle “what is illegal offline must also be illegal online” guiding today’s digital regulations should also guide the practice of self-preferencing. Practicing reasonable forms of self-preferencing is legal offline, therefore it is legal online, warranting no new legislation.
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